Crash Tag Team Racing Gag Guide by InsaneStar
Can't find all the gags? Then don't worry! I'm helping you out where all the gags are!
Note: The Y button is for the Gamecube controller and the X-Box controller only.
Midway
- Photo Booth
It's near Tomb Town between the Penny Arcade and the carousel. At the left side you'll
see a booth with a camera sign. Press "Triangle/Y" near it.
- Love Tester
It's near between Neo Cortex's showcase and the popcorn stand. You'll see a purple
machine with 2 hearts with an arrow pierced through. Press "Triangle/Y" near it.
Mystery Island
- Shark Bait
Go at the back of the ship and look down until you see 2 platforms. The left platform
has a lever on it. Go near it and press "Triangle/Y."
- Mr. Big Shot
Go at the ship and climb until you get to the top. Go near at the second race
entrance.Now look at the left side of the river until you'll see a cannon. Cross the river
and get near the cannon. Press "Triangle/Y."
Happily Ever Faster
- Tummyache
Go at the Die-O-Rama "Double Dipped" now look around until you see at a Park Drone
with apples nearby. Go near at the apples and press "Triangle/Y".
- Falling Fairy
Go to the Park Drone where you bought N. Gin's Ballerina Costume. Look right or
straight until you see a Park Drone dressed as a fairy hanging. Go near the rope and
press "Triangle/Y" to cut it.
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Tyrannosaurus Wrecks
- N. Gin Pancake
After you enter Tyrannosaurus Wrecks, get past Crunch and you'll see N. Gin on the
left. Press "Triangle/Y" near the lever.
- Take a Spin
Go to the cliff where the Die-O-Rama "Prison Food" is. Now look down the cliff until
you find a Park Drone hanging from a spinning wheel. Go down and press "Triangle/Y"
near it.
Tomb Town
- Heavy Weight
Go the third race entrance area where you can buy Crunch's costume. Look around for
a locked gate. Make sure you opened the gate somewhere in this Tomb area. When
you opened, climb up there, and look around until you find a Park Drone with a button
next to him. Jump over the gap and press "Triangle/Y" near it.
Astro Land
- Fusion Fun
After you enter Astro Land, battle those pesky penguins so they won't attack you. Go
to the left hallway and look right until you find two Park Drones in a capsule, there's a
switch. Go near it and press "Triangle/Y". Let the Fusion Begin!
- Fusion Fun 2
Same thing as above, but the capusle is at the left side. Inside there's a camel and a
Park Drone. Go near it and press "Triangle/Y". (Yeah Fusion!)
- Rocket Man
Go all the way where the 3rd Race entrance is. Then go where you supposed to go the
stunt arena. but at the pathway, there's a switch. Go near it and press "Triangle/Y".
Whew! What a tired work I made! I hope this helps everyone. Good Luck!
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